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SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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1. T
 alk to us about the partnership between the three authors of the book.
How did God lead you in writing this together?
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2. H
 ow can we start to take delight in prayer rather than feeling like prayer
is a duty for believers?
3. T
 alk to the believer whose prayers have gone unanswered. What should
we do when we feel stuck in redundancy?
4. You mention early in the book that God wants us to pray for blessings.
Where do we see this in Scripture? How does that translate to our daily
prayer lives?
5. How do we know what to ask for in prayer?
6. P
 rayer is a weapon against the darkness, and Satan tries to distract us
from praying with authority. What is the extent of our authority in
prayer?
7. How do we combat the distractions of the enemy?
8. F
 aith is a crucial part to the effectiveness of our prayers. What happens
with our prayers when our faith is lacking? When our faith is strong?
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9. What can readers expect to see in their prayer lives after reading this
book? How can we use prayer as the catalyst for revival in our nation
and across the globe?

PUBLICIST:

10. Where can our audience go to connect with you and purchase a copy of
The Only Answer Is Prayer?

Ellen Graf-Martin
519-342-3703
ellen@grafmartin.com

CANADIAN MEDIA:

Please send tear sheets to:
Holly Maxwell
Chosen Books
11400 Hampshire Ave. S. #200
Bloomington, MN 55438

Available at your local bookstore, chosenbooks.com or by calling 1-800-877-2665.

